Textile world again expected for Keqiao expo

By ZHOU QIN

More than 500 major suppliers from home and abroad are expected to participate in the 2011 Keqiao International Textile Autumn Expo. The event held at the International Convention and Exhibition Center, Keqiao, Zhejiang province, from Oct 25 to 28 in its namesake Textile Autumn Expo set to run for ten years.

The event’s major events include the opening ceremony, an online trade fair, the 2011 China International Textile Design Competition, Competitions, sales of new products, an export fair and matchmaking events between suppliers and buyers.

Creativity show

Design competitions (left) and matchmaking events for buyers and suppliers (right) are among the major enterprise activities at the Keqiao textile show.

The event confirmed they will participate in again expected and textile machinery. Operating across more than 30,000 square meters for the three-day event, the 2011 event has gathered 407 exhibiting enterprises and 507 companies.

The China Textile City is the largest textile test bed in China.

The 2011 autumn expo had 507 exhibiting enterprises and generated 4.91 billion yuan in transactions. The indices use surveys of international design methods, manufacturers, and their targeted cooperative partners.

Global powerhouse expanding along the entire value chain

By ZHAO SHAN

China Textile is a global powerhouse expanding along the entire value chain. The facility now has 3.2 million square meters of floor space that houses more than 200 trading companies and hundreds of government and commercial representatives.

Global hub

The China Textile City is a global powerhouse expanding along the entire value chain. The facility now has 3.2 million square meters of floor space that houses more than 200 trading companies and hundreds of government and commercial representatives.

The China Textile City in Keqiao is a global powerhouse expanding along the entire value chain.